Did you know? The median salary for residential construction jobs is $65K annually, with more experienced workers earning over $105K per year. Or take flight with entrepreneurship. The sky’s the limit.

Make a Difference
with a rewarding and well-paying career in Residential Construction

Did you know? The median salary for residential construction jobs is $65K annually, with more experienced workers earning over $105K per year. Or take flight with entrepreneurship. The sky’s the limit.

2021 JOB FAIR
2-4PM
SEPT 10

Meet builders and remodelers in search of workers

Explore job contracts and scholarship opportunities that fund tuition for training

Learn how to build a residential structure and become certified through evening carpentry classes

Bring your resume!

The Wood Technology Center (OUTSIDE)
2310 S Lane St,
Seattle, WA 98144

woodtech.seattlecentral.edu

SEATTLE CENTRAL COLLEGE
stewards of craft

MBA
MASTER BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
of King and Snohomish Counties

BIAW